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Abstract

Accelerated cognitive decline increases the risk of dementia. Slowing down the rate of cognitive decline leads to the preservation of

cognitive functioning in the elderly, who can live independently for a longer time. Alcohol consumption may influence the rate of cognitive

decline. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the associations between the total consumption of alcoholic beverages and different

types of alcoholic beverages and cognitive decline at middle age. In 2613 men and women of the Doetinchem Cohort Study, aged 43–70

years at baseline (1995–2002), cognitive function (global cognitive function and the domains memory, speed and flexibility) was assessed

twice, with a 5-year time interval. In linear regression analyses, the consumption of different types of alcoholic beverages was analysed in

relation to cognitive decline, adjusting for confounders. We observed that, in women, the total consumption of alcoholic beverages was

inversely associated with the decline in global cognitive function over a 5-year period (P for trend¼0·02), while no association was

observed in men. Regarding the consumption of different types of alcoholic beverages in men and women together, red wine consumption

was inversely associated with the decline in global cognitive function (P for trend ,0·01) as well as memory (P for trend ,0·01) and

flexibility (P for trend¼0·03). Smallest declines were observed at a consumption of about 1·5 glasses of red wine per d. No other types

of alcoholic beverages were associated with cognitive decline. In conclusion, only (moderate) red wine consumption was consistently

associated with less strong cognitive decline. Therefore, it is most likely that non-alcoholic substances in red wine are responsible for

any cognition-preserving effects.
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Dementia is one of the most common neurodegenerative

disorders. Rapid cognitive decline over time increases the

risk of dementia(1) and may precede a diagnosis of Alzhei-

mer’s disease by as much as 10 years(2).

At present, there is no treatment that can stop the progress

of dementia. In order to postpone or prevent cognitive decline

and eventually dementia at old age, intervention is required

already at middle age. Therefore, it is important to identify

modifiable risk factors (e.g. diet, physical activity and

smoking) for cognitive decline in middle-aged populations.

Although the underlying mechanism is not yet fully under-

stood, alcohol consumption is a possible determinant of

cognitive impairment and dementia. A beneficial effect of

(moderate) alcohol consumption on cognitive function has

been found in cross-sectional studies in middle-aged(3) and

older subjects(4–6), and in some(7–10), but not all(11), prospec-

tive studies among the elderly. In one study, including both

middle-aged and elderly individuals (aged 40–98 years),

alcohol consumption has been associated with better cogni-

tive performance and less cognitive decline over time(12).

Reviews and meta-analyses on alcohol consumption and cog-

nitive decline and the incidence of dementia have concluded

that light to moderate drinking was associated with a lower

risk of dementia and cognitive impairment, but not with

cognitive decline(13–16).

Only a limited number of studies have examined the con-

sumption of different types of alcoholic beverages in relation

to dementia(14), and only in elderly populations. Conflicting

results have been reported: in some studies, especially wine

was associated with a reduced risk of dementia(17–19), while

in other studies, no difference was observed between different

sources of alcohol and the risk of dementia(9,20). In 2002, we

reported the associations between total alcohol consumption

and cognitive function(21). At that time, only one measurement
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of cognitive function was available and no distinction between

different types of alcoholic beverages was made. We observed

that in women, moderate alcohol consumption was associated

with better speed of cognitive processes and better flexibility.

The observed associations can be due to alcohol itself, other

substances in alcoholic beverages (e.g. polyphenols in red

wine) or confounding factors: alcohol consumption may be

associated with cognitive function through the associations

with other lifestyle factors(22). In the present study, we evalu-

ated the associations between the habitual consumption of

alcoholic beverages and 5-year changes in cognitive function

in a cohort of middle-aged men and women. In addition,

we were able to distinguish between different types of alco-

holic beverages in association with the change in cognitive

function, controlling for a wide range of possible confounding

factors. By studying the consumption of different types of

alcoholic beverages in association with cognitive decline,

while controlling for other lifestyle factors, more evidence

can be obtained whether or not it is alcohol itself that affects

cognitive function. If alcohol itself is responsible for an

association with the change in cognitive function, we expect

an association for total consumption and similar associations

for all types of alcoholic beverages.

Subjects and methods

Population

The Doetinchem Cohort Study (DCS)(23) is an ongoing

prospective study among inhabitants of Doetinchem, a small

town in the eastern part of The Netherlands. The cohort

includes a general population sample of 7769 men and

women aged 20–59 years during the baseline examination

(1987–91). A total of second (1993–7), third (1998–2002) and

fourth (2003–7) examination rounds were completed. The

present study was conducted according to the guidelines laid

down in the Helsinki Declaration. All procedures involving

human subjects were approved by the external Medical Ethics

Committee of the Netherlands Organization of Applied

Scientific Research (TNO). Written informed consent was

obtained from all subjects. Details on the DCS have been

described elsewhere(23).

Halfway the second examination round, in 1995, cognitive

testing for DCS participants aged 45 years and older was intro-

duced. Between 1995 and 2002 (baseline), 3350 respondents

aged 43–70 years, 96 % of all respondents invited, participated

in cognitive testing for the first time. At 5 years later (2000–7,

follow-up), 2690 of them (80 %) participated in cognitive testing

again. Participants who reported to have had a stroke (n 77)

were excluded, leaving a total of 2613 participants (1288 men

and 1325 women) with two cognitive measurements for the

present analyses.

Cognitive tests

The neuropsychological test battery included four tests: the

15 Words Verbal Learning Test (measures memory: immediate

and delayed recall), the Stroop Colour-Word Test (measures

speed and cognitive flexibility), the Word Fluency Test

(measures semantic memory) and the Letter Digit Substitution

Test (measures speed). These tests have been described in

more detail elsewhere(24). The tests are sensitive to age,

including the middle-age range, and have been used in several

other large-scale studies on cognitive function(25–27).

Assessment of alcohol consumption

A validated, self-administered, semi-quantitative 178-item FFQ

was used to assess the habitual consumption during the

previous year. This questionnaire was developed for the

European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutri-

tion(28). Participants were asked the number of glasses of

beer, white wine, red wine, port/sherry/vermouth and spirits

they had consumed. Participants indicated their consumption

frequency on a daily/weekly/monthly/yearly scale or as

never consumed. Alcohol consumption was assessed as the

sum of frequencies of five types of alcoholic beverages:

beer; white wine; red wine (including rosé wine); fortified

wine (e.g. port and sherry); spirits. Spearman’s correlation

coefficients for relative validity (with 12 monthly 24 h recalls)

for alcoholic beverages were 0·74 and 0·87 for men and

women, respectively(28). In order to create a more reliable

measure for habitual consumption of alcoholic beverages,

we averaged the data assessed at baseline and follow-up.

In order to describe the dose–response associations and to

allow non-linear associations, we defined categories of con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages, based on the distribution

in our dataset. For every type of alcoholic beverage, there

was one category with abstainers (not consuming the specific

type of alcoholic beverage, thereby including former drin-

kers). Consumers of the specific type of alcoholic beverage

were divided into quintiles.

Other measures

During the physical examination at the research centre, height,

weight, waist circumference and blood pressure were

measured, and non-fasting blood samples were obtained(23),

to determine serum total and HDL-cholesterol concentrations.

Information on demographic characteristics (e.g. age,

education and marital status), lifestyle factors (e.g. smoking

and physical activity), medical history of chronic diseases

and medication use was collected using standardised ques-

tionnaires. Educational level was assessed as the highest

level reached and classified into five categories. Smoking

status was defined based on cigarette smoking status at

baseline and follow-up – never smoker, ex-smoker (quit

before baseline), recent quitter (quit after baseline), (re-)

starters or current smoker – and the number of lifelong

pack years was calculated for ever smokers(29). One pack-

year corresponds to smoking twenty cigarettes per d for

1 year (or, for example, smoking one cigarette per d for

20 years). A four-level physical activity index (‘Cambridge’ physi-

cal activity index)(30) was derived by combining occupational

physical activity together with time spent on participating in

cycling and other physical exercise, assessed by the use of
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the validated European Prospective Investigation into Cancer

and Nutrition questionnaire on physical activity(31). Based on

the FFQ, energy intake from fat was computed based on nutri-

tional values in the Dutch Food Composition Database(32), and

recomputed into sex-specific energy residuals. Depressive

symptoms were assessed using the Dutch version(33) of the

SF-36 (Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Health

Survey)(34). The scales ‘mental health’ and ‘vitality’ denote

symptoms of depression. Scores on both scales range from

0 to 100 in which higher scores represent better (mental) health.

Statistical analyses

To give an overview of the distribution of the different types

of alcoholic beverages consumed by men and women,

stacked column charts were constructed.

For each cognitive test, a standardised z-score was computed

at baseline and follow-up, based on the means and standard

deviations of the total population at baseline. Compound

scores(35) were computed to reduce the number of psycho-

metric variables and improve the robustness of the underlying

test construct. Tests were combined based on their conceptual

coherence derived from neuropsychological practice in per-

formance testing, and clustering used in former studies(21,26,36):

global cognitive function (all cognitive tests combined) and

three specific cognitive domains, i.e. memory function (Verbal

Learning Test), information processing speed (Stroop Colour-

Word Test and Letter Digit Substitution Test) and cognitive

flexibility (i.e. higher-order information processing; Stroop

Colour-Word Test)(24).

Cognitive decline over follow-up was computed as the

difference between the compound scores at baseline and

follow-up, and compared between the reference category and

each quantile of alcohol consumption using ANCOVA (PROC

GLM). Although abstainers were included in all analyses, in

these comparisons, the groupsof individuals with the lowest con-

sumption were used as reference groups, since the group of

abstainers included former drinkers and was not always large

enough to give robust estimates. Cognitive decline was analysed

as a continuous outcome measure. In all analyses, adjustments

were made for age, level of education (five categories) and the

baseline level of cognitive function. To deduce the independent

association between the consumption of alcoholic beverages

and the change in cognitive function, additional adjustments

were made for other lifestyle factors: smoking; physical activity;

coffee consumption; tea consumption; fruit and vegetable

intake; fat intake; total energy intake; vitality and mental health;

marital status. These lifestyle-adjusted analyses will be presented.

To test effect modification by sex, we introduced an inter-

action term of alcohol intake and sex in a linear regression

model (PROC MIXED), with age, level of education and baseline

cognitive function as covariates. In the same way, we tested for

effect modification by age (as a continuous variable), level of

education, smoking status and hypertension (all as a categorical

variable). If the significance level of the interaction term was

,0·10, the analyses were stratified by the effect modificator.

To test for a linear trend, P-for-trend analyses were performed

using linear regression analyses (PROC MIXED) on median

values of the consumption of alcoholic beverages in the quan-

tiles in relation to cognitive decline(37). To examine non-linearity,

the quadratic terms of median intakes in the categories (first

centred around zero) were also entered into the model.

To test whether the consumption of different types of alco-

holic beverages has different effects on the change in cognitive

function, the former analyses were repeated with the types of

alcoholic beverages as central determinants of change in

cognitive function, controlling for the total consumption of

the other types of alcoholic beverages.

In order to indicate whether cardiovascular factors (hyper-

tension, serum HDL-cholesterol level, history of heart disease,

diabetes, waist circumference and, for women only, oestrogen

use) were part of the pathway by which consumption of alco-

holic beverages is associated with changes in cognitive

function, these factors were added to the regression models

as covariables. For all covariables, the baseline measurement

was used, except for smoking status.

As we did not test for dementia per se, we ran sensitivity analy

ses excluding data from individuals who scored lowest on global

cognitive function at baseline or follow-up (lowest 2·5%).

In order to elucidate the results, some additional analyses

were performed. All analyses were performed using the Statis-

tical Analysis Systems statistical software package version 9.3

(SAS Institute, Inc.).

Results

At baseline, men and women who drank alcoholic beverages

were on average younger than individuals who did not drink

alcoholic beverages (Table 1). In addition, they scored better

on global cognitive function and all cognitive domains, were

higher educated, were more often cigarette smokers, had

a higher total energy intake and had higher serum

HDL-cholesterol levels than non-drinkers. Consumption of

alcoholic beverages was higher in men than in women:

median intake of alcoholic beverages was 1·4 glasses/d (inter-

quartile range 0·6–2·7) in men and 0·5 glasses/d (interquartile

range 0·09–1·30) in women. Also, the relative consumption of

different types of alcoholic beverages was different for men

and women (see Fig. 1). Men mainly drank beer (52 % of total

consumption), while women mainly drank red wine (45 % of

total consumption), although the average consumption of red

wine was similar in men and women.

For the associations between the total consumption of

alcohol beverages and the change in global cognitive function

and memory, an interaction effect was present for sex

(P¼0·04). Therefore, these associations were stratified by

sex. Effect modifications by smoking status and level of edu-

cation were not significant. Effect modifications by age and

hypertension are mentioned in Table 2.

Total consumption of alcoholic beverages

Although not statistically significant, an inverse U-shaped

association was observed between the total consumption of

alcoholic beverages and the change in memory among men,

with the smallest decline at about two to three drinks per d

Alcohol and cognitive decline at middle age 717
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(Table 2). In women, a higher total consumption of alcoholic

beverages was linearly associated with a smaller decline in

global cognitive function (P¼0·02), with the smallest decline

in the highest quantile (corresponding to about two to three

drinks per d). Women who drank about two to three glasses

of alcoholic beverages per d showed less than half the decline

in global cognitive function compared with those who drank

very little alcoholic beverages (.0–0·1 glasses/d). Individuals

who did not consume alcoholic beverages declined stronger

in cognitive flexibility than those who did consume alcoholic

beverages (Table 2).

Types of alcoholic beverages

For most types of alcoholic beverages, no consistent associ-

ations with cognitive decline were observed (Table 3). Only

for red wine consumption, a consistent linear relation over

the whole range of intake was observed after adjustments

for lifestyle factors: individuals who drank more red wine

declined less in global cognitive function (P for trend

,0·01), memory (P for trend ,0·01) and cognitive flexibility

(P¼0·03) over follow-up (Table 3). Individuals who drank

about 1·5 glasses of red wine per d showed a smaller decline

in global cognitive function compared with those with

the lowest consumption of red wine (P¼0·02, Table 3).

The associations between the consumption of red wine and

domains of cognitive decline did hardly attenuate after

additional adjustment for several cardiovascular risk factors

(P for trends ,0·01, 0·01 and 0·03, respectively).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study population by categories of total alcohol intake

(Mean values and standard deviations or percentages)

Men Women

None
0 , glasses/

d # 2·0 .2 glasses/d None
0 , glasses/

d # 1·0 .1 glass/d

Total consumption of alcoholic
beverages* Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Number of individuals 62 731 495 140 755 430
Age (years) 57·0 7·6 55·6 7·0 55·0 6·6 57·7 7·4 54·9 6·9 54·5 6·5
Cognitive function (z-score)†

Global cognitive function 20·44 0·71 20·13 0·70 20·03 0·68 20·16 0·77 0·07 0·74 0·27 0·68
Memory 20·46 0·87 20·22 0·91 20·15 0·89 20·05 0·87 0·18 0·95 0·32 0·92
Information processing speed 20·61 0·95 20·10 0·82 0·02 0·85 20·16 0·82 0·02 0·83 0·25 0·76
Cognitive flexibility 20·47 1·11 20·14 1·02 0·07 0·97 20·16 1·25 0·03 0·94 0·23 0·92

Marital status
Married (%) 72·6 88·9 88·3 77·1 82·3 82·6

Low education‡ (%) 41·9 28·2 22·0 59·3 41·1 23·7
Cigarette smoker (%) 16·1 17·4 26·5 14·3 17·8 35·4
Inactive§ (%) 24·2 25·3 27·1 24·3 23·6 24·7
Total energy intake (MJ/d) 9·7 2·0 9·8 2·2 10·4 2·4 7·6 1·7 7·9 1·8 8·2 1·8
Fat intake (En%) 35·7 5·1 35·9 4·7 34·6 4·8 35·2 4·5 35·6 4·7 34·7 5·2
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 133·9 22·9 131·9 16·7 133·2 16·4 131·4 19·3 128·4 17·9 129·4 18·0
Use of blood pressure-lowering

medication (%)
14·5 9·9 10·3 21·4 11·4 10·2

Total serum cholesterol (mmol/l) 5·48 0·96 5·70 0·97 5·86 0·97 5·85 0·90 5·92 1·03 6·00 1·07
Serum HDL-cholesterol (mmol/l) 1·13 0·33 1·18 0·29 1·29 0·36 1·39 0·33 1·49 0·36 1·64 0·41
Waist circumference (cm) 97·8 9·8 98·4 9·5 99·2 8·8 91·6 12·4 90·0 11·2 87·9 9·9
BMI (kg/m2) 26·4 3·7 26·5 3·3 26·5 3·0 26·8 4·9 26·4 4·3 25·3 3·7
Diabetes, self-reported (%) 4·8 2·9 1·2 5·7 1·9 1·2
Vitality† 64 21 71 16 70 17 62 19 65 17 66 16
Mental health† 74 18 81 13 79 15 73 18 74 15 75 14

En%, percentage of energy.
* Reported average consumption of alcoholic beverages (glasses/d) at baseline and follow-up.
† Higher score ¼ better.
‡ Only primary school or low vocational education.
§ Inactive was defined as the lowest two out of four categories in the physical activity index.
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Fig. 1. Average consumption of different types of alcoholic beverages

(glasses/d) in men and women (alcohol consumers only). , Spirits; ,

fortified wine; , red wine; , white wine; , beer.
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Table 2. 5-year changes† in domains of cognitive function (z-scores) by total consumption of alcoholic beverages

(Medians and ranges)

Categories of alcoholic beverage consumption

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

P for
trend

P for
quadratic term

None 0·21 0·00–0·52 (reference) 0·86 0·53–1·12 1·50 1·13–2·02 2·48 2·02–3·11 4·07 3.1·11–18·66
Men (n) 62 237 235 238 235 236

Global cognitive
function

20·13 20·09 20·09 20·06 20·07 20·10 0·87 0·11

Memory 20·21 20·15 20·14 20·12 20·09 20·18 0·97 0·09
None 0·04 0·00–0·12 (reference) 0·27 0·12–0·43 0·64 0·43–0·88 1·21 0·88–1·73 2·50 1·73–8·74

Women (n) 136 226 228 235 225 225
Global cognitive

function
20·13 20·11 20·11 20·10 20·05 20·04 0·02 0·43

Memory 20·14 20·14 20·16 20·09 20·08 20·05 0·09 0·61
None 0·08 0·00–0·26 (reference) 0·48 0·26–0·72 1·02 0·72–1·37 1·96 1·37–2·50 3·51 2·50–18·66

Men and
women (n)

198 462 469 461 463 465

Information
processing speed

20·11 20·12 20·13 20·14 20·12 20·13 1·00 0·89

Cognitive
flexibility

20·20* 20·07 20·09 20·09 20·07 20·06 0·28 0·59

* Average change is different from the reference group (lowest user group) (P,0·05).
† Average changes are adjusted for age, level of education, sex, baseline cognitive function, physical activity, smoking, energy intake, fat intake, coffee consumption, tea consumption, fruit and vegetable consumption, vitality and

mental health, and marital status.
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Table 3. 5-year changes† in domains of cognitive function (z-scores) by consumption of different types of alcoholic beverages

(Medians and ranges)

Categories of alcoholic beverage consumption

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

Median
(glasses/d)

Range
(glasses/d)

P for
trend

P for
quadratic

term

None 0·01 0·00–0·03 (reference) 0·08 0·03–0·17 0·30 0·18–0·57 0·88 0·57–1·50 2·57 1·51–16·43
Beer (n) 1106 288 266 288 290 280

Global cognitive function 20·09 20·08 20·09 20·10 20·07 20·07 0·41 0·79
Memory 20·13 20·10 20·14 20·10 20·18 20·10 0·82 0·28
Information processing speed 20·11 20·10 20·14 20·17 20·12 20·13 0·98 0·63
Cognitive flexibility 20·11 20·08 20·01 20·09 20·08 20·05 0·49 0·83

None 0·01 0·00–0·02 (reference) 0·03 0·02–0·07 0·10 0·07–0·14 0·21 0·15–0·35 0·64 0·36–3·00
White wine (n) 885 328 311 371 298 325

Global cognitive function 20·09 20·09 20·08 20·08 20·08 20·08 0·74 0·95
Memory 20·13 20·13 20·15 20·16 20·09 20·07 0·11 0·92
Information processing speed 20·13 20·15 20·10 20·13 20·09 20·13 0·96 0·16
Cognitive flexibility‡ 20·10 20·06 20·05 20·06 20·11 20·12 0·28 0·84

None 0·02 0·00–0·04 (reference) 0·09 0·04–0·15 0·28 0·15–0·40 0·57 0·41–1·00 1·57 1·00–7·00
Red wine (n) 809 348 338 338 340 345

Global cognitive function 20·11 20·10 20·10 20·09 20·06 20·03* ,0·01 0·40
Memory 20·15 20·14 20·18 20·12 20·07 20·04 ,0·01 0·46
Information processing speed 20·13 20·15 20·11 20·10 20·15 20·11 0·53 0·64
Cognitive flexibility 20·12 20·08 20·07 20·11 20·06 20·02 0·03 0·83

None 0·01 0·00–0·01 (reference) 0·02 0·01–0·04 0·07 0·04–0·13 0·21 0·14–0·36 0·79 0·37–6·50
Fortified wine (n) 1384 217 240 224 229 224

Global cognitive function 20·10 20·07 20·07 20·08 20·07 20·06 0·33 0·63
Memory 20·13 20·11 20·17 20·11 20·11 20·09 0·42 0·78
Information processing speed§ 20·13 20·10 20·14 20·10 20·14 20·13 0·81 0·81
Cognitive flexibility 20·10 20·07 20·01 20·08 20·07 20·06 0·47 0·56

None 0·01 0·00–0·02 (reference) 0·03 0·02–0·05 0·10 0·06–0·16 0·29 0·16–0·50 1·00 0·50–5·86
Spirits (n) 1226 284 237 262 258 251

Global cognitive function 20·10 20·07 20·08 20·06 20·06 20·08 0·70 0·17
Memoryk 20·13 20·08 20·14 20·11 20·09 20·17 0·48 0·31
Information processing speed 20·14 20·11 20·09 20·12 20·12 20·09 0·14 0·93
Cognitive flexibility 20·11 20·06 20·06 20·07 20·07 20·06 0·41 0·55

* Average change is different from the reference group (lowest user group) at P,0·05.
† Average changes are adjusted for age, level of education, sex, baseline cognitive function, consumption of other alcoholic beverages, physical activity, smoking, energy intake, fat intake, coffee consumption, tea consumption,

fruit and vegetable consumption, vitality and mental health, and marital status.
‡ A significant interaction term was observed for hypertension. However, both in hypertensives and non-hypertensives, the associations were not significant.
§ A significant interaction term was observed for age. However, both in younger and older individuals, the associations were not significant.
kA significant interaction term was observed for sex. However, both in men and women, the associations were not significant.
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Sensitivity analyses excluding data from individuals who

scored lowest on global cognitive function at baseline or

follow-up did not essentially change the results.

Discussion

In the present study, we showed that moderate red wine

consumption was associated with least decline in global

cognitive function, memory function and cognitive flexibility.

Consumption of other types of alcoholic beverages was not

associated with cognitive decline. We are the first to show that,

already at a relatively young age, moderate red wine consump-

tion is prospectively associated with a smaller decline in

cognitive function.

The major strengths of the present study are the prospective

design, relatively young and healthy participants and the use

of a sensitive cognitive test battery without a ceiling effect

that was administered two times with a 5-year follow-up. In

addition, different types of alcoholic beverages were deter-

mined, dietary habits were measured extensively in a large

sample twice and lifestyle (e.g. diet) was assessed at a stage

of life before cognitive impairment is present, so lifestyle

was not altered as a result of cognitive function. Although

the participants were still relatively young and healthy when

they entered the study, a clear decline in cognitive function,

with a wide range, was detected. In addition, the DCS has

an extensive spectrum of variables assessed during the

measurements. Therefore, we were able to adjust for a wide

range of potential confounders, which is extremely important

when studying alcohol consumption.

One of the potential drawbacks of the present study is the

dropout of initial participants, although an 80 % response at

follow-up is still high. Individuals who dropped out were on

average older and scored lower on all cognitive domains

than those who participated twice, but no differences in the

average consumption of alcoholic beverages were observed

and the associations between the consumption of alcoholic

beverages and cognitive function at baseline were not essen-

tially different between the two groups. Furthermore, it can

be argued that the observed associations are the result of

multiple testing. Therefore, we only emphasised results that

pointed at a consistent association.

Furthermore, the observed associations between the total

consumption of alcoholic beverages and red wine

consumption and cognitive decline are in line with the results

of studies that investigated the associations between the con-

sumption of different types of alcoholic beverages and the

development of dementia in the elderly(17–19) and the con-

clusion of a recent review on alcohol consumption and

cognitive risk(14). In addition, these associations were similar

for men and women in our population.

Factors other than alcohol may account for the associations

between the consumption of (different types of) alcoholic

beverages and cognitive function or the risk of dementia(22).

In the present study, the consumption of alcoholic beverages

was associated with other lifestyle behaviours, such as

smoking and total energy intake. We were able to adjust

analyses for a wide range of lifestyle factors. However, the

associations between the total consumption of alcoholic

beverages and red wine consumption and the change in

cognitive function remained in the lifestyle-adjusted models.

Ad hoc analyses showed that at a lower total consumption

of alcoholic beverages (up to three glasses per d, equal to

the 95 % quantile in women and comparable to the consump-

tion up to the highest category in men), the associations

between the total consumption of alcoholic beverages and

the change in global cognitive functions were similar for

men and women (P for interaction¼0·85). Therefore, we

expect that the inverse U-shaped association in men (indicated

by the low P for quadratic term) may also apply for women if

women would drink comparable amounts of alcoholic

beverages.

Most previous studies have looked at total alcohol con-

sumption(3–8,10–12,21), not at different types of alcoholic

beverages in relation to cognitive function. Some studies that

have looked at different types of alcoholic beverages (beer,

wine and liquor) reported that consumption of wine was

associated with a lower risk of dementia(17–19), while in

other studies, no difference was observed between different

sources of alcohol(9,20). In the present study, the beneficial

associations between the total consumption of alcoholic

beverages and cognitive function were in particular deter-

mined by red wine consumption: In ad hoc analyses, the

associations between the total consumption of alcoholic

beverages and the decline in global cognitive function in

women completely disappeared after adding red wine con-

sumption to the linear regression model. We observed a

beneficial association between red wine consumption and

cognitive decline in both men and women, although total con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages was associated with less

strong cognitive decline in women only. In men, total con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages included 20 % of red wine

(and more than 50 % of beer); in women, this was 45 %. There-

fore, a possible explanation for the lack of an association

between the total consumption of alcoholic beverages and

cognitive function or cognitive decline in our male partici-

pants and some previous studies may be a difference in the

contribution of red wine consumption to the total consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages between populations.

In the present study, individuals in the highest category of

red wine consumption declined less than those in lower cat-

egories. It should be noted that the median amount of red

wine consumption in the highest category was 1·6 glasses

per d. Since only a few individuals drank higher amounts of

red wine in our population, we cannot extrapolate the linear

beneficial association between low to moderate amounts of

red wine consumption and higher amounts of red wine

consumption.

Adjustments for several cardiovascular factors did not essen-

tially change the observed associations. This might indicate

that it is not alcohol itself that is responsible for a possible

favourable effect on the change in cognitive function, since

(moderate) alcohol consumption has favourable effects on

cardiovascular risk, and cardiovascular risk factors have

been associated with cognitive function and the risk of

dementia(38,39). In addition, since we observed positive
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associations for red wine consumption and not for other types

of alcoholic beverages and change in cognitive function, it is

more likely that non-alcoholic substances in red wine (such

as polyphenols) are responsible for a possible favourable

effect on the change in cognitive function.

Future research should focus on substances in red wine that

may be responsible for the association with slower cognitive

decline. Results can be used in interventions to slow or pre-

vent cognitive decline in order to postpone the development

of dementia. Also, it has been shown that apoe4 carriers

with higher alcohol consumption are more likely to develop

the risk of dementia(8), and that daily wine consumption is

associated with a lower risk of Alzheimer disease in apoe4

non-carriers only(19). The influence of apoe4 on associations

presented in the present study is to be investigated.

In conclusion, moderate red wine consumption was

associated with less decline in cognitive function in middle-

aged men and women. We hypothesise that non-alcoholic

substances in red wine may be responsible for any cognition-

preserving effects.
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